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GLOSSARY
Term

Definition

Act

Refers to the Crown Land Management Act 2016. Where other legislation is
mentioned, the specific statute is referenced in full

Crown land

Refers to the NSW Crown Land Estate

Crown land activity

Refers to revocations of reservations or dedications or changes to a purpose
for dedicated or reserved lands, plans of management, and the State
Strategic Plan for Crown land

Crown land dealing

Refers to sales, leases, licences and vestings

CLMs

Refers to non-council Crown land managers (formerly referred to as reserve
trust managers) who have been appointed to carry out the care, control
and management of Crown land and any other functions specified under
the Act
Excludes local council Crown land managers. Where local council Crown
land managers are mentioned in this document, they are specifically
referenced as such
‘Category 1 CLMs’ are professional bodies with higher levels of capabilities
‘Category 2 CLMs’ will be for all other managers including, for example,
voluntary boards and organisations

consult activity

Any activity which provides a means for community members who may be
impacted by a proposed dealing or activity to provide feedback

current community
use and enjoyment

Refers to the trigger for engagement adopted by this Strategy, which
applies to Crown land the community currently uses and/or enjoys and to
land that it expects to be able to continue to use and/or enjoy

department

Refers to the Department of Industry, Crown Lands and Water where other
agencies or departments are referred to, the specific department or agency
name is referenced in full

department secretary

Refers to the Secretary of the Department of Industry

department staff

Refers to all accountable people in the Department of Industry, Crown
Lands and Water responsible for making decisions about Crown land

mandatory minimum
engagement
requirements

Refers to the mandated engagement requirements for each dealing and
activity that is identified as falling within the scope of the Strategy and is
assessed as having an impact on current community use and enjoyment

Minister

Refers to the Minister who is responsible for administering the Act

impact [on current
community use and
enjoyment]

The term ‘impact’ in the Strategy and in this context, refers to adverse or
negative impacts on current community use and enjoyment

inform engagement
activity

Any activity which provides a means for community members to receive
information about a proposed dealing or activity

in-scope dealings and
activities

Refers to dealings and activities that have been identified as being within
the scope of the Strategy

NSW

Refers to New South Wales

Term

Definition

objects of the Act

Refers to the objects specified in Section 1.3 of the Act

participate activity

Any activity which provides a means for collaboration between community
members and decision makers in the decision-making process for a
proposed dealing or activity

principles of Crown
land management

Refers to the principles of Crown land management specified in Section 1.4
of the Act

Guidance and
Resources document

Refers to the Community Engagement Guidance and Resources document,
a non-statutory document developed to support implementation of the
Strategy

responsible person

Refers to responsible persons for dealings as specified in the Act, meaning
either the Minister, Lands Administration Ministerial Corporation,
department Secretary, department employees involved in administering the
Act, or non-council Crown Land Managers

short-term

In connection with a lease or licence, short term means a period of one
year or less

State

Refers to New South Wales

the Strategy

Refers to the Community Engagement Strategy, which is a statutory
requirement of the Act

transfer of a holding

Transfer of a holding includes both assignment of a licence and the
termination and grant on substantially the same terms
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Introduction

This report provides an overview of submissions received in response to public exhibition of the Draft
Community Engagement Strategy (the Strategy) and the Draft Community Engagement
Guidance and Resources document (Guidance and Resources document) conducted by the
Department of Industry, Crown Lands and Water (the department). The public exhibition period
commenced on Monday 16 October and closed at midnight on Sunday 10 December 2017.

1.1

Background

The Strategy is a requirement of the Crown Land Management Act 2016 (the Act).
The purpose of the Strategy is to ensure that appropriate community engagement occurs for dealings
and activities that fall within the scope of the Strategy.
These dealings and activities are:
» Alteration or removal or a reserve purpose or a purpose for a
dedication
» Revocations of reserves or dedications
» Sale of Crown land under the Act
» Vesting and transfers of Crown land under the Act
» Granting of leases over Crown land
» Granting of licences and permits over Crown land
» Plans of management for Crown land
» State strategic plan for Crown land.
The draft Strategy sets out the engagement requirements in
relation to the above dealings and activities. There can be consequences under the Act for the validity
of a dealing or activity where the mandatory requirements are not carried out.
The Minister, Secretary and staff of the department,
non-council Crown Land Managers (CLMs), and the
Lands Administration Ministerial Corporation must
comply with the Strategy.
The Strategy is supported by the Guidance and
Resources document, a non-statutory document that
provides step-by-step guidance about how to conduct
the engagement requirements specified in the Strategy.
Stakeholder engagement was undertaken during the
development of the Strategy. For further details about
this consultation see Appendix A.
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1.2

Public exhibition of the draft Community
Engagement Strategy

Both the Strategy and Guidance and Resources draft documents were placed on public exhibition for
eight weeks to provide members of the community and other stakeholders with an opportunity to:
» review both draft documents, as well as fact sheets and frequently asked questions
» ask questions or participate in a community information session
» make a submission.
Information was made available via a page on the department website. Here, community members
could make an online submission and were provided with a series of question-prompts to help
guide their feedback. This website page could be accessed via a link on the NSW Government Have
Your Say website and on the Crown lands website homepage.
Submissions could also be made by mail, email or in person at one of the five community
information and feedback sessions held in different locations across the State.
For further details of the public exhibition process see Appendix B.

1.3

Participation

A total of 183 submissions were received during the public exhibition of the Strategy and
accompanying Guidance and Resources document. Submissions were made by:
» individuals and community members
» peak organisations
» community groups
» local councils
» other interested stakeholders.
Organisations and individuals who provided submissions and who did not request confidentiality
are listed in Appendix C. A copy of these submissions can also be found on the department’s
website.
Submissions made by individuals who requested their feedback remain confidential (one percent)
have not been uploaded to the website.
It should also be noted that the majority of the 183 submissions (58 percent) requested the
submitter’s identity be kept confidential.1
More than 80 people participated in the community information sessions, stakeholder
meetings and forums that were held to provide information and support consultation on the
Strategy and Guidance and Resources document.
The issues raised and feedback provided through the public submissions and consultation process will
be taken into consideration by the department when revising the Strategy and Guidance and
Resources document.

1

The feedback from all submitters has been analysed and included in this report. However, the identity of submitters who
requested their submission and/or identities be kept confidential, will not be made public on the department’s website.
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2

Overview of submissions

2.1

Submissions by type

A total of 183 submissions were received during the exhibition of the Strategy and accompanying
Guidance and Resources document as shown below.
Table 1. Types of submissions received
Type of submission received

Total number of
submissions

Percentage of total
submissions

Submissions (free form) lodged via website

10

5.5%

Submissions (free form) lodged by email
(e.g. CES/CE email addresses)

54

29.5%

Submissions (proforma / form letter) by email
(e.g. CES/CE email addresses)

117

64%

Submissions (free form) hard copy
(i.e. by mail)2

0

0%

Submission lodged at community information session

0

0%

Other

2

1%

TOTAL

183

100%

Pro forma submissions
Approximately two thirds of the total number of submissions were pro forma—or form letter—
submissions. This report includes analysis that aggregates responses from pro forma submissions
with other submissions, and analysis that disaggregates responses from pro forma submissions from
other submissions.
The majority of pro forma submissions (90 percent of all pro forma submissions, n=105), referred to
in this report as Form Letter A, were made via the ‘Do Gooder’ website and referenced their support
for the submission made by the Environmental Defenders Office (EDO). It is noted that of these pro
forma submissions, 16 included additions or amendments to the standard Form Letter A.
A second pro forma letter, referred to in this report as Form Letter B, was submitted by the Friends
of King Edward Park (10 percent of all pro forma submissions, n=12). Of these, seven included
additions or amendments to the standard Form Letter B.
All submissions
The majority of submissions were made by email, as shown in Figure 1. Just over two thirds of
submissions (64 percent, 117) were ‘pro forma’ form letters expressing the same or similar
sentiments.

2

It is noted that some submissions were scanned and sent electronically (as well as being sent by mail). In these cases,
submissions were treated as one submission
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Figure 1. Submissions by type (n=183)

2.2

About submitters

Submitter type and area of interest
Three quarters of submissions (75 percent) were made by individuals and one in ten was made by a
community group, including social and environmental organisations (e.g. sporting and recreational
groups). Submissions were also made by peak organisations (e.g. the Environmental Defenders
Office, the Law Society of NSW, the NSW Aboriginal Land Council) and industry bodies (e.g. the
Caravan, Camping and Touring and Manufactured Housing Industry Association of NSW), CLMs,
representatives of state and local government, and other stakeholders, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Submitters by type (n=183)

Submitters nominated a wide range of interest areas as shown in the table below.3

3

As multiple responses were possible for ‘area of interest’, column percentages do not equal 100 percent.
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The interests of community members, Crown land users, CLMs, Aboriginal groups and organisations,
local and state government, tenure holders and others were all represented as part of the public
submissions process.

Crown land user

Tenure holder

Local government,
including councils

Other

Total

Individual

3

0

132

2

0

0

2

138

75.4%

NSW Government

2

1

1

0

1

1

0

4

2.2%

Local government,
including councils

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

1.1%

CLM

0

8

0

2

0

1

1

10

5.5%

Community group

0

2

9

6

0

0

2

18

9.8%

Peak/industry body

3

0

1

4

1

0

2

10

5.5%

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0.5%

Total

4%

6%

78%

8%

1%

2%

4%

183

100.0%

CLM interests

Community
member

Type of Submitter

Aboriginal interests

Table 2. Submissions by type and area of interest

The public exhibition period was widely promoted within the community, CLMs and other stakeholders
– including all councils in NSW and a State-wide database of CLMs (see also Appendix B).
The low number of submissions received from these stakeholders may reflect a low level of concern
about the content of the Strategy and Guidance and Resources document among these stakeholders.
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Submitter location
Submissions came from a number of locations across metropolitan Sydney and regional NSW. The
majority of submissions came from individuals and organisations located in the Sydney Metropolitan
Area, as shown in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3. Submitters by location
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3

Summary of feedback

3.1

Analysing submissions

As noted previously, 183 submissions were made during the public exhibition period. All submissions
were coded to consistently record and reflect the views expressed in each submission. This report
makes reference to the number of submissions as well as the number of comments made in
submissions about particular issues. In addition, the overall level of support expressed for both the
Strategy and Guidance and Resources document (overall sentiment) was recorded for each
submission, as shown in Figures 4 and 5 below.
Submissions were categorised as:
» those which referred to the Strategy with generally positive comments and minor suggested
amendments
» those which referred to the Strategy with generally adverse comments and more detailed
suggested amendments
» those which expressed some concern but provided no suggested amendments
» those which provided a neutral or other response
» out of scope submissions (e.g. comments about past Crown land decisions or non-related state or
local government issues).

3.2

Overall sentiment

The majority of submitters referenced specific concerns about the Strategy and/or Guidance and
Resources document and suggested updates. Some submitters expressed general support for the
Strategy and Guidance and Resources document. Other submitters provided neutral responses, or
raised issues beyond the scope of the Strategy. Figures 4 and 5 show the overall sentiment
expressed by submitters (disaggregated and aggregated).
Figure 4. Disaggregated
Overall sentiment to the Strategy and
Guidance and Resources document
(n=183)

Figure 5. Aggregated
Overall sentiment to the Strategy and
Guidance and Resources document (n=68)
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An analysis of overall sentiment by submitter type shows that submissions from individuals generally
expressed comments and concerns about the Strategy, while those made by other stakeholders also
contained a range of positive comments on the draft documents.

3.3

Overall feedback

The majority of submissions specifically referenced the Strategy, with a smaller number of people
making specific comments about the Guidance and Resources document.
Submitters expressed a wide range of perspectives on the Strategy, ranging from critical and positive.
The majority of submissions expressed concerns or made adverse comments about the Strategy, with
many making suggested amendments. It is expected for the most part that people will make
submission when they have suggestions or amendments, rather than to express approval or
endorsement.
In other submissions, people made generally positive comments about the draft Strategy and
Guidance and Resources document. These comments included support for the NSW Government’s
“commitment to improve community use and enjoyment of Crown land”, support for the “clarity with
which the Department has set out how community engagement is to be undertaken on various
dealings pertaining to Crown land”, and support for the “inform, consult and participate levels of
engagement” as part of a best practice approach to consultation.
Feedback is discussed in more detail in Section 4 of this report.

3.4

Key themes raised in submissions

Many submitters made comments about the importance of Crown land to local communities and the
role it plays in supporting a wide range of positive outcomes across sporting, recreational, social,
environmental, economic and Aboriginal interests. Feedback also highlighted the importance of
Crown land to biodiversity, ecosystems, flora and fauna in NSW.
In addition, Crown land was widely identified as supporting local amenity, heritage, cultural heritage,
the activities of community organisations and associations, and individual and community health and
wellbeing.
The main areas attracting comment were:
» the exclusions, proposed exemptions and waivers to in-scope dealings and activities
» the current community use and enjoyment test and the proposed criteria for assessing impact
on current community use and enjoyment
» the proposed engagement requirements for certain types of in-scope dealings and activities
» the role that public submissions will play when engaging about Crown land, with many
commenting that some dealings and activities only require notification or inform engagement after
a decision has been made
» the role that engagement outcomes will play in decision making about a proposed dealing or
activity, with many commenting that department staff and CLMs should be required to
demonstrate how they had considered engagement outcomes
» suggestions for additional engagement principles to be included in the Strategy e.g. to support
accountability and responsiveness among decision makers and CLMs
» clarity of the Strategy and Guidance and Resources document, including language and format
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» the importance of appropriate and culturally sensitive engagement with Aboriginal peoples and
communities in Crown land decision making.
A summary of the key themes raised in submissions is shown in Figure 6. More detailed analysis of
these themes is contained in Section 4 of this report.
Figure 6. Summary of key themes raised in submissions (n=183) (multiple responses
possible)

Extent/scale of proposed exclusions, exemptions
and waivers in Section 5 of the CES

76%

Detrimental impact on current community use and
enjoyment

72%

General comments about the importance of Crown
land supporting environmental interests/outcomes

70%

That CLMs should be required to consider
engagement outcomes

69%

Engagement principles in [Section 6 of the CES];
suggestions about additions/changes

68%

The style and language used in the CES lacks clarity

67%

Engagement approaches

66%

The fact that some dealings only require
notification/inform of completion after a decision…
General comments about the importance of Crown
land to communities in supporting a range of…
Criteria for assessing current community use and
enjoyment

61%
23%
12%

General comments about the importance of Crown
land for supporting sport and recreational…

9%

Submission content is about out of scope issues

7%

General comments about the importance of Crown
land supports Aboriginal interests/outcomes

7%

Other

20%
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4

Detailed feedback

The key themes raised in submissions are discussed below. A selection of indicative quotes is
included to demonstrate the type and range of responses provided by submitters.

4.1

Proposed exclusions, exemptions and waivers

Overall feedback
Many submissions (76 percent) commented on the extent and scale of the exclusions, proposed
exemptions and waivers outlined in Section 5 of the Strategy. More specifically, feedback from
submitters focused on:
» Exclusions:
> Concerns about the exclusion from the Strategy of transfers of land under other Acts.

» Exemptions:
> Concerns about the sale of ‘purchasable leases’

4

> ‘Exempted in scope dealings and activities’, such as where a licence over Crown land is being

re-granted or renewed for the same purpose
> ‘Licences for unauthorised use and occupation of Crown land’
> ‘Short-term licences issued by the department’
> ‘Short-term licences issued by CLMs’
> ‘Revocations of a reserve or dedication occurring to facilitate another proposal’, where:

– ‘In relation to revocations to facilitate a sale, community engagement under this Strategy
would be triggered by the sale rather than the associated revocation’
– ‘If a decision is made to not proceed with the proposed sale, the associated revocation
would also not proceed’
> ‘Sales to a current leaseholder who has a right under the lease or legislation to purchase the

leased land’
> ‘Sales to a current leaseholder who has the express right under lease or legislation to apply to

purchase the leased land’.
» Ministerial waivers:
> concern that the Strategy currently provides the Minister with too much discretion in the

following circumstances:
– ‘to enable the undertaking of approved NSW Government priorities that require Crown land’;
– ‘where the Minister is satisfied that a CLM does not have the capacity to undertake the
engagement’.

4

It is noted the Act does not exclude the conversion of purchasable land.
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Sector feedback
A number of peak industry bodies (80 percent, eight submissions) had comments or concerns about
exclusions relating to the sale of Crown land. Community groups expressed an interest in exclusions,
exemptions and waivers, with more than half (55 percent, six submissions) commenting about
exclusions where engagement occurs elsewhere, sales exclusions and the extent and type of proposed
exclusions, exemptions and waivers generally. The key issues raised are shown below by sector.
Table 3. Key issues relating to exclusions, exemptions and waivers raised by submitter
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

Form Letter A and Form Letter B generally reflect those raised in the EDO
submission.
Form Letter A states that:
 the Strategy reduces the consultation process by automatically exempting a
significant number of activities and dealings. It gives the Minister significant
discretion to make some activities and dealings exempt
 the Strategy should not allow the sale of Crown land to lessees [who have a right
under the lease or legislation] without consultation or prior notification on the
basis that the lessee has a right to purchase.
Form Letter B states that:
 exclusions, exemptions and waivers from community consultation are far too
broad. Leases, licences, renewals and enclosures should not be exempt from
public exhibition
 an exemption because consultation will occur elsewhere is not satisfactory.

Aboriginal
organisations
/ groups

The NSW Aboriginal Land Council (NSWALC) recommended that:
 “Unauthorised occupation licenses should not be granted without public
consultation or prior notice”
 “Short term licenses should be assessed on the same grounds as long term
licenses”
 “Revocations of reserves or dedications to facilitate sale, commercial
development or other profit driven purposes, or any divesting of an interest in
Crown land under the CLMA alone, should always require public notification and
engagement, regardless of the reasons behind it”
 “Sales to a tenure holder of land used for residential purposes should not be
exempt from the requirement for public engagement”

Environmental
stakeholders

Other
stake
holde
rs

Peak/industry
bodies

 “NSWALC fundamentally opposes the proposal to grant the Minister sweeping
powers to waive the requirement for community engagement.”
The NSW Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) commented that: “…the
exceptions and exemptions from community engagement” should be “significantly
reduced”.
It sought clarity on the meaning of the term ‘capacity’ in the context of ministerial
waivers, e.g. “where the Minister is satisfied that a CLM does not have the capacity
to undertake the engagement”.
The Law Society of NSW commented that:
 “… exemptions… for “department-led decision and activities” are open-ended…”
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Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback
and clarification needed “…as to whether the dealings are valid or not…”
 “…it is unclear why consultation is not required…” for “…licences for
unauthorised purposes…”
 “A “short-term” licence is not defined…” and needs further clarification or
referenced to the “…Regulation [Crown Land Management 2017] to confirm that
the definitions are intended to align”
 “…exemptions of revocations of a reserve or dedication to facilitate another
proposal...” or to facilitate a new use of the site, are “…problematic”
 “it is unclear what is meant by exemptions of “transfers or sales of land identified

for transfer following a determination of native title or direction under Section 31
of the Native Title Act 1993””

 waivers should be linked to “…significance [of] the proposed action in relation to
the land…”; waivers should be reduced; and further clarity is required around the
“…open-ended nature of the power to waive the requirement to engage…” with
Ministerial waivers.
The NRMA commented that a number of activities undertaken at its Holiday Parks
on Crown land should be defined as ‘exempted in-scope dealings and activities’ as
these will have minimal or no impact on the current use of these sites.
The Caravan, Camping and Touring and Manufactured Housing Industry
Association of NSW expressed concern about the following exempted in-scope
dealings and activities, as licences on Crown land may be granted for camping
using a tent, caravan or otherwise:
 “Licences for unauthorised use and occupation of Crown land”
 “Short-term licences issued by the department”
 “Short-term licences issued by CLMs.”
Local
government/
councils

4.2

Councils requested that the Strategy include specific exemptions relating to Council
activities under the CLMA.

Current community use and enjoyment test

Overall feedback
Many submitters commented on the proposed current community use and enjoyment test for
community engagement under the Strategy, as discussed in Section 4 of the Strategy. Submitters
generally regarded the focus of the proposed definition of current community use and enjoyment as
being too narrow (90.1 percent, 128 responses). These submitters expressed a desire for the Strategy
to include a broader test that recognises the long term values and significance of Crown land (see
Appendix D ‘select data’). By contrast, a smaller number of submitters commented that in certain
instances the proposed test may be too broad. They suggested refinements to the test to support
practical implementation of engagement requirements of the Strategy.
Submitters also provided feedback (447 comments) on the proposed criteria for assessing impact
on community use and enjoyment (as outlined in the Strategy and in relevant sections of the
Guidance and Resources document).
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The issues most commonly raised were:
» perceptions that the proposed definition of current community use and enjoyment is too narrow
(90.1 percent, 128 comments)
» criteria should cover potential impacts on the value and significance of Crown land (90.2 percent,
110 comments)
» criteria used to assess impact on current community use and enjoyment should be included and/or
more clearly specified (89.3 percent, 109 comments)
» generally adverse comments about the proposed criteria for measuring impact on community use
and enjoyment (89.3 percent, 109 comments)
» criteria should be enforceable (88.5 percent, 108 comments).
Sector feedback
The majority of comments on community use and enjoyment (89 percent) were made by individuals
via form letters A and B.
A number of community members commented on the proposed criteria for assessing impact on
community use and enjoyment, with 97 percent commenting that these criteria should be
enforceable.
Table 4. Keys issues relating to use and enjoyment triggers raised by submitters
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

Form Letter A states that the current use and enjoyment trigger is
problematic/concurs with the EDO submission.
Form Letter B states that the current use and enjoyment trigger is short sighted
and does not reflect the principles of Crown land management under the new Act.
An individual submitter commented that: “A far more open and inclusive approach
to community engagement is required to ensure informed decision making and
guarantee that the objects of the new Act, and the management principles that
have been carried over from the existing Crown Lands Act 1989 (NSW) are
achieved.”
Community organisations commented that the current definition excludes or
does not adequately address environmental, social, cultural heritage or economic
considerations relating to Crown land.

Aboriginal
organisations
/ groups

Aboriginal organisations and groups commented that the current definition
excludes or does not adequately address Aboriginal considerations relating to
Crown land.
The NSWALC commented that:
 “The trigger for community engagement…appears to undermine the objects of
the ALRA 1983 in that it denies Aboriginal peoples a say over land that is not
currently being used, but that might still be potentially claimable under that
Act…”
 “…elements of the Strategy and Toolkit [should] be redrafted in consultation with
Aboriginal peak organisations to ensure it is consistent with the ALRA 1983... At
minimum, the Strategy should require advance notification on the website of all
proposed changes to reservations or disposals of Crown land.”
 “Any trigger for community engagement should be made consistent with the
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Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback
principle of Crown land management… ‘that public use and enjoyment of
appropriate Crown land be encouraged’…any trigger for community engagement
[should] be reframed to reflect a more proactive approach.”
 “The overall approach to community engagement in the Strategy and Toolkit
should be made consistent with the object in Clause 1.3(e) of the CLMA 2016 ‘to
facilitate the use of Crown land by the Aboriginal people of NSW because of the
spiritual, social, cultural and economic importance of land to Aboriginal people
and, where appropriate, to enable the co-management of dedicated or reserved
Crown land’.”
 “The Government should pay due regard to Article 13.1 of the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which states: ‘Indigenous peoples have the
right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future generations their histories,
languages, oral traditions, philosophies’, noting that for Aboriginal peoples,
culture is inseparable from Country…”
 “What constitutes ‘detrimental impact’ should be clearly defined in the Strategy
and Toolkit… Aboriginal use of land should be a compulsory consideration when
assessing detrimental impact…”
 “Aboriginal peoples and communities should be afforded a say in whether or not
a proposed Crown land dealing or activity is likely to have a detrimental impact
on them, rather than this being left up to the non-transparent and subjective
discretion of self-assessing CLMs.”
While some peak/industry bodies commented that the current definition does
not adequately address current and future economic, cultural or social
considerations, others held the view that the community engagement requirements
proposed by the Strategy are too broad.
The EDO commented that:

 The EDO recommends that the Strategy be updated to:
Environmental stakeholders

Peak/industry bodies

 “…referring to “use and enjoyment” implies that detrimental impact on land
which may be “enjoyed” for its non-use values (such as conservation, or sacred
significance that excludes use out of respect) may not trigger community
engagement requirements”.
 “include specific criteria for Crown land managers to consider in deciding the
'significance' of an impact (minimal, moderate or high) on community use and
enjoyment, and of potential impacts on the values or significance of the land”
 “ensure that moderate or high impacts at least require public consultation”
 “require that if initial engagement reveals higher levels of community interest or
impacts, the scale of engagement must be proportionately increased (for
example, increase to consult).”
The Nature Conservation Council commented that, “…the trigger for community
engagement must be broadened to be consistent with relevant objects of the CLM
Act 2016”. It commented that, “We consider that the trigger effectively excludes
community engagement in relation to Crown land that is not heavily used by the
community even when it is likely that the proposed dealing or action will
significantly impact environmental, social, cultural heritage or economic values of
the land. By effectively excluding public comment on Crown land that is not heavily
used by people and that is not considered to be appropriate for public use and
enjoyment, the trigger does not provide “consistent, efficient, fair or transparent
management” of Crown land”.
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4.3

Role of public submissions in both engaging and
decision making on Crown land

Overall feedback
There was a total of 1,040 comments from 183 submissions about the engagement requirements for
in-scope dealings and activities. Some of the most commonly raised issues were:
» the community should be able to make public submissions about any dealing or activity, which
CLMs must then be obliged to consider as part of the decision-making process (79.9 percent of
comments). Over 80 percent of these comments were made in submissions from individuals. Many
community groups (60 percent of community groups, nine submissions) also commented on public
submissions about any dealings or activities 5
» the role of public submissions as an engagement requirement should be clearer, including how
and when submissions will be assessed as part of decision making processes (79.9 percent of
comments). Submitters expressed particular concern about instances where inform or notify post
decision only is required. Some submitters felt that all engagement activities should include a 28day public submissions period. Feedback included comments that CLMs should be required to
consider engagement outcomes—including public submissions—before making a decision and that
decision making must be transparent and open. For instance, community engagement
requirements must allow for public submissions to be made and there should be clear
requirements for decision makers to take public submissions into account and show how they have
done this.
Sector feedback
The key issues raised are shown below by sector.
Table 5. Key issues raised regarding public submissions and engagement on Crown land
by submitters
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

Some individuals and community groups commented that decision makers
must be required to provide documentation to show how public submissions were
taken into account during decision making and were used to influence the outcome
of decisions.
Form Letter A calls for the wider public to be included in any consultation process,
including submissions made in the decision making process. It states that the
Strategy and Regulation must require decision makers to consider public
submissions in decision making processes and that this process must be
transparent to ensure it is not open to corruption.

Aboriginal
organisations
/ groups

NSWALC commented that Aboriginal peoples and communities should have a say
in whether or not a proposed Crown land dealing or activity is likely to have a
detrimental impact on them, rather than this being determined by decision maker.

Peak /
industry
bodies

The EDO commented that “the Strategy and the Regulation must require… [CLMs]
to consider public submissions as part of decision making” on Crown land dealings.

5

For instance, the Guidance and Resources document currently only specifies that the public can be invited to make a
submission before a decision is made about sales and the State Strategic Plan.
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4.4

Suggested inclusion of additional principles in the
Strategy

Overall feedback
A range of comments were made on Section 6 – Community engagement and Crown land – with
feedback from submitters including a total of 175 comments on this part of the Strategy. The
proposed engagement principles6 were widely supported, and it was commonly suggested that two
additional engagement principles should be included (81.9 percent of comments, 122) (see
Appendix D). Crown land managers should be ‘accountable’ and ‘responsive’.
Feedback by sector
The majority of submissions (predominantly form letter submissions) were from individuals. The key
issues raised are shown below by sector.
Table 6. Key issues raised regarding additional principles by submitters
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

Individuals and community groups commented that the Strategy should be
updated to include the additional engagement principles ‘accountable’ and
‘responsive’, as per the EDO submission.

Peak /
industry
bodies

The EDO expressed support for the five engagement principles outlined in the
Strategy. The EDO also commented that CLMs should be:

Form Letter B states that community engagement must also be “accountable” and
“responsive”.

 “Accountable”: CLMs should be “legally required to consider community
submissions when making decisions, to ensure that public participation is
meaningful, trusted and accountable…”
 “Responsive”: CLMS should be “required to give statements of reasons for their
decisions on dealings and activities (proportionate to the scale of impact), and to
state how public submissions were taken into account and influenced the
outcome of a decision.”
It proposed that “the engagement principles be given effect in both the Strategy
and the Crown Lands Management Regulation”.
The EDO recommended that mandatory information notices go beyond the
department’s website, e.g. to include local council bulletins. It recommended at
least 42 days (six weeks) for public comment on ‘high impact’ proposals and on all
detailed draft plans of management.

4.5

Greater clarity, including style, language and
format

Overall feedback
Submitters made a range of comments on the style, language and format of the Strategy and
Guidance and Resources document.

6

Discussed on page 37 of the Strategy
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Three quarters of submissions (76 percent) commented that the style, language and format of the
Strategy should be clear and enforceable (see Appendix D). Many of these comments focused on the
style and language used to describe the mandatory engagement requirements, and the need to
provide greater clarity and direction.
Submitters also commented that the Strategy and accompanying Guidance and Resources document
should be accessible and easy to navigate for people from a range of audiences and in both hard copy
and online formats. This included some positive comments about the draft Strategy and Guidance and
Resources document e.g. the documents clearly set out the requirements for community engagement
and the templates contained in the Guidance and Resources document are instructive and easy to
use.
Suggestions included:
» use of plain language and clear definitions for key terms to support clarity
» use of more directive language to support enforceability (e.g. ’must’ rather than ‘should’ or ‘could’
should”)
» measures to improve navigation within the documents, such as adding section numbers
» better functionality and access to information via the department’s website (e.g. enabling people to
register to receive timely information updates on dealings and activities of interest to them).
Sector feedback
The majority of these comments were provided by individual submitters. The key issues raised are
shown below by sector.
Table 7. Key issues raised regarding clarity, style, language and format of the Strategy
and Guidance and Resources document
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

Form Letter A states that the format of the Strategy must be clear and
enforceable. The term ‘enforceable’ was used in the EDO submission which
proposes “the use of clear language, clearly articulated requirements for
engagement and measures to ensure these can be enforced”

CLMs

CLMs suggested that information about Crown lands should be made available on
the department’s website through regular information updates.

Aboriginal
organisations
/ groups

Feedback from submitters highlighted the importance of clearly articulating within
the Strategy its commitment to Aboriginal community engagement, its compatibility
with the ALRA and Native Title Act, and requirements for Aboriginal community
engagement.
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Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Peak / industry bodies

Environmental stakeholders

The EDO commented that the format of the Strategy must be clear and
enforceable. It was stated that:
“We recommend the style and language of the Strategy be reviewed to be clear
about which requirements are mandatory (‘must’, ‘required to’); which are
voluntary (‘should’, ‘could’, ‘such as’); which are tied to provisions in the Act that
cross-reference the Strategy; and how a land manager would demonstrate they
fulfil the mandatory requirements (or others may demonstrate requirements were
not met).”
“Particular care should be taken in the over-use of advisory language if the intent is
in fact to be directive. For example, if the Strategy uses the word ‘should’, this
means that not following the process that ‘should’ be done is unlikely to be a
breach.”
“In other cases, accountability is difficult due to the breadth of decision-makers’
discretion. In particular, on the two crucial limbs of the engagement trigger:
 deciding whether a dealing or activity will impact on current community use
and enjoyment (as drafted); and if so,


deciding whether the impact is likely to be low, moderate or high (to determine
the level of community engagement required – inform, consult or participate).”

Other stakeholders

The Law Society of NSW suggested a clear numbering system be used in both
the Strategy and Guidance and Resources document, and revision of the diagram
on page nine of the Strategy “to clearly illustrate previous and proposed
engagement about Crown land”.

Local
government /
councils

The NRMA commented that the terminology used in the draft Strategy around the
community engagement trigger definition: “…involves a change or intensification of
the current use” that is unclear and could potentially lead to unintended
consequences.
The Caravan, Camping and Touring and Manufactured Housing Industry
Association of NSW commented that, “The definitions adopted in the draft
Strategy and supporting documents are crucial to the process. However…some of
the most important terms are not defined.” Further, “…the Department’s website
will be fundamental to the success of the Strategy...it will need to be stable,
responsive and updated on a regular basis…community members should be able to
sign up and manage their subscription service so they can be properly ‘informed’ of
proposed dealings/activities that affect Crown land in which they have an interest.”
Councils commented on the clarity of the guidance for community engagement on
Crown land dealings and activities for CLMs. One Council noted that: “The
templates which have been provided are thorough and provide a systematic
approach to community engagement.”
Another suggested that: “a designated area of the Department’s website allows
Council to be informed of changes to its rates base and Crown land proposals that
may affect activities in which Council has an interest…This can be achieved by
allowing users to register for notification about specific activities and land within a
specific geographic area. This functionality should be available at the date the
CLMA comes in force.”
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4.6

Comments and concerns about engagement
requirements for some dealings and activities

Overall feedback
Many submitters commented on the engagement approaches and requirements identified in the
Strategy and expressed a desire for further and or earlier engagement (79 percent). Some
submitters were concerned that certain Crown land dealings and activities do not require engagement,
or only require notification of a proposed dealing or activity once a decision has been made (83.1
percent). For instance, some licenses would only require notification post decision making.
Others commented that some ‘inform’ activities should include a public submissions period, that the
process for notifications should be expanded, that further engagement (over and above ‘inform’
activities) should be required for certain types of dealings and activities, or that further guidance is
required to support implementation of the Strategy by the department and CLMs.
Some submitters also commented on the relationship between the Strategy and other requirements
for engagement, expressing concern about instances where the Strategy does not require
engagement for certain dealings and activities, if engagement is required for these dealings and
activities under other legislation (61 percent).
By contrast, some submitters were generally supportive of the engagement requirements in the
Strategy. Feedback suggests there may be a lack of understanding among some submitters that the
draft Strategy does require engagement for all sales (with the exception of purchasable leases), all
plans of management and the State Strategic Plan.
Sector feedback
Among those who were concerned about the engagement requirements in the Strategy, 82 percent
were made by individual submitters. Three CLMs and seven community groups also made comments
regarding engagement approaches.
Key issues raised are shown below by sector.
Table 8. Key issues raised regarding engagement requirements for some dealings and
activities by submitter
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individual and
community
groups

Form Letter A states that the draft Strategy should not allow the sale of Crown land
to lessees without consultation or prior notification on the basis that the lessee has a
right to purchase; and that communities should have the right to comment on public
interest matters and purchase applications prior to the Minister deciding to sell.

CLMs

CLMs commented on:
 general support for the engagement approach and methods outlined in the
Strategy (with one CLM expressing a preference for workshops as an appropriate
method for community engagement about remote and isolated reserves)
 the importance of early and appropriate engagement with CLMs as part of decision
making around Crown land dealings and activities
 the resourcing requirements for implementing the Strategy, with some commenting
that they have adequate resources and others noting they have limited resources.

Aboriginal
organisations /
groups

The NSWALC commented that:
 “…there should be included in the Strategy an express and unequivocal statement
that non-compliance with the minimum mandatory requirements set out in the
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Strategy will affect the validity of the relevant dealing or other action affecting
Crown land for the purposes of Section 5.8 of the CLMA”
 “…the proposals contained in the draft CES will undermine Aboriginal land rights”,
and the CLMA regime (incorporating the Strategy and Guidance and Resources
document) and the ALRA must function in a complementary rather than
contradictory way
 the overall approach of the Strategy is at odds with the objects of the ALRA and
CLMA, particularly “to facilitate the use of Crown land by the Aboriginal people of
NSW because of the spiritual, social, cultural and economic importance of land to
Aboriginal people and where appropriate to enable the co-management of
dedicated or reserved Crown land”.
It commented that:
 “Government efforts to rationalise and streamline community engagement
processes must not sacrifice genuine engagement with Aboriginal peoples, Local
Aboriginal Land Councils and the wider community...”
 “All proposed Crown land dealings and activities that are anticipated to have a
detrimental impact on the rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples, should require
best practice engagement with Aboriginal communities and ALCs…”
 “…the following should require a minimum of a medium level of engagement:
changes to a reserve or dedication; leases; and plans of management…”

Environmental stakeholders

Peak / industry bodies

 “The Strategy should contain stronger compliance provisions to ensure that CLMs
fulfil their community engagement obligations.”
The EDO recommended the draft Strategy be updated to:
 “Include specific criteria for Crown land managers to consider in deciding the
‘significance’ of an impact… on community use and enjoyment, and of potential
impacts on the values or significance of the land…”
 “ensure that moderate or high impacts at least require public consultation…”
 “require that if initial engagement reveals higher levels of community interest or
impacts, the scale of engagement must be proportionately increased (for example,
inform to consult), consistent with the draft Strategy’s principles…”
 clarify the meaning of ‘inform only’, based on the concern “… that actions with
significant impacts may only result in ‘information only’ to the public”
 include a 28-day public submission period for all ‘inform’ activities, or minimise the
extent of one-way ‘information only’ engagement under the Strategy.
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555

The Law Society of NSW commented that:

Other stakeholders

 “the mechanism of putting a notice on the Department’s website of a potential
action is not an effective mechanism for notice. The broader public are unlikely to
check this website on a regular basis, if at all”
 “There should be a requirement for notice in a newspaper circulating in the local
area…[and] a newspaper with State-wide circulation…” and “…for the revocation of
a reserve, or alteration of a reserve purpose… publication in the Government
Gazette…” should remain
 the mechanism for “mandatory minimum engagement” identified in the Strategy
“…is premised on vague and subjective considerations...”
 under the draft Strategy many activities will require a notice only, which is a
“significant diminution of the existing requirement of notice in all instances of sales
and revocations and additions of reserves”
 the Strategy requires further clarity about how assessments will be made by the
departmental officer or CLM to: determine the impact of an activity/dealing; and to
assess the level of impact
 “the lack of guidance to assist CLMs to decide what level of information,
communication and participation is appropriate as ‘mandatory minimum
engagement requirements’…is problematic.”
Local
government
/ councils

4.7

Councils sought clarification of the support and assistance the department will be
providing to Category 2 CLMs to ensure adequate community engagement is
undertaken.

Importance of supporting the interests of
Aboriginal peoples and ensuring Aboriginal
community engagement is culturally sensitive

Overall feedback
Submitters commented that the Strategy should provide further clarity and or more detailed
guidance to support Aboriginal engagement in relation to Crown land dealings and activities.
Feedback focused on acknowledging the importance of Aboriginal peoples as Australia’s First Peoples
in the Strategy, and clearly setting out requirements and appropriate methods for engaging with
Aboriginal peoples, communities and organisations.
Sector feedback
The key issues raised are shown below by sector.
Table 9. Key issues raised regarding cultural sensitive representation of interests of
Aboriginal peoples and communities
Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

Individuals
and
community
groups

 The Strategy should support the rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples and
communities
 There was some lack of clarity about the requirements for engagement under
the Aboriginal Land Rights Act and Aboriginal Native Title Act and how the
Strategy relates to and supports these
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Submitter

Key issues raised in feedback

CLMs

 Training to support implementation of the Strategy should provide clear guidance
for CLMs on engaging with Aboriginal peoples, communities and organisations

Aboriginal
organisations
/ groups

 The Strategy should be compatible with the Aboriginal Land Rights Act and
Native Title Act and the rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples
 The methods proposed for engaging with Aboriginal communities and
organisations should be updated to support best practice culturally appropriate
engagement
 The Strategy should clarify how the community use and enjoyment trigger might
apply to Greenfield sites and other sites of particular interest to Aboriginal
peoples
 The Department should not be able to sell Crown land which is subject to an
Aboriginal Land Claim (ALC) until / unless that ALC is determined or resolved
 Further engagement with NSWALC and key Aboriginal stakeholders should be
undertaken as part of finalising the Strategy
NSWALC commented that:
 “…the Government’s commitment to Aboriginal engagement must be
substantiated by concrete measures that demonstrate this commitment in
practice. This should ideally be conducted in close consultation with NSWALC and
the Aboriginal Land Rights Network.”
 “The sections on Aboriginal engagement within the Strategy and Toolkit should
be significantly expanded in close consultation with NSWALC and the Aboriginal
Land Rights Network…particularly with respect to the guidance provided to CLMs
on conducting culturally-sensitive engagement with Aboriginal communities in
Section C7 of the Toolkit”
 “The Strategy and Toolkit must recognise and reflect the fact that Aboriginal
peoples possess preeminent and inherent rights as Australia’s First Peoples…”
 “The Toolkit should contain explicit instructions to CLMs to approach and engage
LALCs…”
 “…Prescribed Bodies Corporate and LALCs should be added to the list of
Aboriginal organisations that CLMs are encouraged to seek advice from…”
 “The content and overall approach to Aboriginal community engagement in the
Strategy and Toolkit should align with the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples…”
 “The Strategy should be reviewed every three years…”
The Office of the Registrar Aboriginal Land Rights Act commented that as
part of developing the draft Strategy, greater opportunity should have been
provided for a more collaborative approach with NSW ALC, Local Aboriginal Land
Councils and Aboriginal communities, involving more opportunities for two-way
engagement.
The NSW Department of Education Aboriginal Affairs commented that
assessment of impacts on community use and enjoyment: “should not be
determined by a non-Aboriginal land manager without appropriate consultation with
Aboriginal people”.
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Environmental
stakeholders

Key issues raised in feedback
The EDO commented: “…we note and welcome the recognition of Aboriginal
interests and land claims in the Act, the draft Strategy, the need for tailored
consultation noted in the guidance, and engagement and consent where land
claims exist. Importantly, this approach must be supported by broader recognition
of values and interests beyond “current use”, whether or not the land is subject to
a land claim or native title. This would reflect the Act’s objects to enable Aboriginal
use and co-management.”
The Law Society of NSW commented:

Other
stakeholders

Peak / industry bodies

Submitter

Local
government /
councils

 “The Draft CES is deficient in its dealing with the process of engaging with the
Aboriginal community…” and “…while there is more detail in the CEGR, that is an
independent non-statutory document.”
 “…we note that C7 of the Draft CEGR is only activated if Aboriginal groups are
identified as stakeholders, but it is not stated how this is to be determined…”
It was noted that training to support implementation of the Strategy by CLMs
should include clear guidance for engaging with Aboriginal communities and
organisations (including guidance on appropriate timeframes for engagement with
Local Aboriginal Land Councils or individuals).
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A

Developing the draft Community
Engagement Strategy

Stakeholder forums
Prior to the submissions period, two stakeholder forums were held to help inform development of the draft
Community Engagement Strategy. The forums were held in June 2017 to consult with community
organisations, peak bodies, interest groups and government agencies on their expectations and experiences
engaging about Crown land. The proposed approach to the Strategy, including the community use and
enjoyment trigger, was also discussed.
The first session involved representatives from community organisations, peak bodies and interest groups,
while the second session was held with stakeholders from government agencies. Department staff attended
both sessions, which were facilitated by Elton Consulting.

Feedback
In the first session, issues raised by participants included:
» the need for accurate online information about Crown land—where it is, how it can be used, geospatial
tools to show where engagement is occurring and systems to notify people about Crown land
engagement
» the need for a clear definition of the community use and enjoyment trigger
» concerns regarding the potential resources required by CLMs to comply with the mandatory
engagement requirements
» suggested ways to enhance engagement about Crown land dealings and activities
» request for clarification about who would be obliged to follow the mandatory engagement requirements
of the Strategy
» being clear about what engagement activities under the Strategy will be mandatory and clearly outlining
‘minimum’ expectations.
In the second session, issues raised by representatives from government agencies included:
» general understanding of the concept of a community use and enjoyment trigger
» suggestion to create a toolkit of tools and resources, particularly aimed at smaller CLMs with fewer
resources to conduct engagement
» importance of managing expectations and being realistic about when and how engagement can
occur, particularly as there are many hundreds of dealings and activities that take place across the State
» suggestion to develop criteria to ensure engagement is proportionate to the impact on community
use and enjoyment
» possibility of creating a helpline or online information to support community and CLMs understand
requirements of the Strategy
» importance of closing the loop and informing communities about decisions.
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B

Public exhibition of the draft
Community Engagement Strategy

Supporting information
A series of supporting documents and a video explaining the Strategy were made available on the Crown
land website as well as at the community information sessions alongside the Strategy and Guidance and
Resources document:
» Four fact sheets:
> Overview of the Strategy
> Information about Crown land managers
> Crown land dealings and activities
> How to make a submission about the Strategy

» Frequently asked questions:
> New Crown land legislation
> Crown land engagement requirements
> Community Engagement Strategy

» Video/webcast:
> Introduction from the Minister
> Presentation run through of key elements of the Strategy
> Pop-ups to link to making a submission.

Website page
A website page dedicated to the Strategy was created on the department website and which received 3,240
page views throughout the public submissions period. This website page could be accessed via a link on the
NSW Government Have Your Say website and on the Crown lands website homepage.
In addition to all above-mentioned documents available for download, community members could view an
introductory webcast on the landing page and make an online submission. A series of question-prompts
featured alongside the submission information to assist community members making a submission.

Community information sessions
Location and set up
The community information sessions (information sessions) provided the community with the opportunity to
meet department staff to discuss the Strategy and Guidance and Resources document in person, gather
further information, ask questions, provide feedback and make a submission.
The information sessions were held on five separate dates and in different locations:
» Dubbo
» Ballina
» Wagga Wagga
» Newcastle
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» Sydney.
The room in each location was divided into four ‘stations’ centred around A0 size storyboards providing
information about:
» Crown land in NSW
» the draft Community Engagement Strategy
» how to make a submission
» transitioning to the Strategy.
Hard copies of all documents, including printed copies of the submissions form, were available at each
venue. Two iPads enabled participants to view the toolkit or video, and make a submission if they wished.
Participants and promotion
A total of 59 community members participated in the information sessions. People came from a range of
backgrounds and interests and included Crown land managers, local councils, Local Lands Services staff,
interested community members, peak groups, and Aboriginal community representatives.
The public exhibition period and information sessions were promoted by the department through:
» social media posts on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
» media releases
» advertisements of the public exhibition period in the Sydney Morning Herald, the Koori Mail and The Land
» advertisements of the information session venues and dates in local papers in Dubbo, Lismore, Wagga
Wagga, and Newcastle
» written notifications and information to peak bodies, local councils, Regional Organisations of Councils,
CLMs, Aboriginal organisations and other stakeholders (including via direct email)
» information shared through the regional services stakeholder network and C and E Regional Directors’
network.
Key questions and issues raised
Comments and queries raised by participants at the information sessions ranged from requests for
clarification on the types of Crown land dealings and activities to be covered by the Strategy, to questions
about who the Strategy applies to (i.e. the department and non-local council Crown land managers), the
requirements for community engagement, and how these relate to existing requirements for engagement
(e.g. under the Crown Land Management Act, Environmental Planning and Assessment Act or Native Title
Act).
Feedback regarding the Guidance and Resources document included a request for more case studies and
scenarios, and general comments that the Guidance and Resources document would be useful to support
the implementation of the Strategy.
A number of issues unrelated to the Strategy and Guidance and Resources document were also raised at
the information sessions. These were referred to department staff for actioning.
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Submitters7

C
Submission
no.

7

Name of submitter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
27
28
29

Dr Paul Recher

30

Lyndel Gray, CEO

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
42

Organisation name

Daryl Rixon

Jindera Anglers Club

Stuart Montgomery

Jindera Anglers Club

Jas Virdee, Manager

Football NSW and Northern NSW Football

Susan Cruttenden
Hon Mick Veitch MLC

NSW Labor Party

Neil Bingley

NSW Apiarists Association

Roy Ah-See, Chariperson

NSW Aboriginal Land Council

Patricia Gardiner
Gwyn Austen, Secretary

Red Rock Preservation Association

Laurie Perry, CEO

Wonnarua Nation Aboriginal Corporation

Mary Hughes

Ballina Croquet

Beth Mills
Jasmina Skoric, Manager Property

Blacktown City Council

Anthony McMahon, GM

Hilltops Council

Steve Edmonds, CEO

NSW Crown Holiday Parks Trust

Kevin Moore
Private submitter

Cumborah Recreation Reserve Trust

Dominic Teakle, CEO

Police Citizens Youths Clubs NSW

Rachel Walmsley, Director

EDO NSW

Paul Dirago
John Dumesny, Chief Executive

Harness Racing NSW

Haylene Grogan, Director

NSW Department of Education - Aboriginal Affairs

Private submitter

NSW Telco Authority

Bruce Weller

Anthony Ball, CEO

Nabiac Village Futures Group
The Caravan, Camping & Touring & Manufacturing Housing
Industry Association of NSW
Clubs NSW

James Christian, CEO

NSW Aboriginal Land Council

Lawrence Robertson, CEO

Tennis NSW

David Peters, President

Agricultural Societies Council of NSW

Dr Virginia Reid
Pauline Wright, President

Law Society of NSW

Andrew Hickey
John and Rosie Hayes 1
Maggie May, Secretary

Eden Creek Public Hall and Recreation Trust

David Fuller

Beachfront Parade Dune Care Group

It is noted that of the 183 submissions, 107 requested that their identity be kept confidential.
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Submission
no.

48
56
57
62
67
68
74
75
87
88
93
97
101
104
106
110
111
112
115
116
119

Name of submitter

Organisation name

Joanne Diver
Kevin Armstrong

Eliza Joy
Caro Kearney
Christina and Les Sobey

Grassy Head Nursery Reserve Trust

Private submitter

Andrew Roydhouse
Warren Birkinshaw
Bruce Wilson

Marion Jones
Fiona Firth
Kim Ostinga

Friends of King Edwards Park

Patricia Fletcher

Young Showground Trust

Sybille Frank

Anne Redman
Kay Franks
Alison Wingate
Karen Hughes
Mary Holley
David Winterbottom, Secratary
Jennifer Hamilton Langbien, Public
Officer

Wollongong’s Heartland Neighbourhood Forum
Friends of King Edward Park
Wootton Hall Committee and Wootton Community
Network

121

Caro-Anne Badcock, Chair

125

Patrick O’Connor
Bob Smith, President General

Australian Anglers Association NSW

Andrew Prowse, Secretary

Windamere Recreational Trust Reserve

Margaret Ostinga

Friends of King Edward Park

128
132
134
145
147
152
157
158
163
164
165
168
169
170
171
173
175
176
177

Dr Liz Gill
Kate Eccles, President

Mossman Parks and Bushland Association

Nicole Courtman, Registrar

Office of the Registrar Aboriginal Rights Land Rights

Elizabeth Thwaites
John and Rosie Hayes 2
Rose Cogger

Friends of King Edward Park

Peter Colacino, Executive GM

NRMA

Dezjon Roberts
Lance Randell 1
Lance Randell 2
Lance Randell 3

John Riggall, President
Chris Beale, President

Protect Our Park Inc (POPI)
Burrumbuttock Anglers Club

Lindy Smith
Vivian Ward
Les and Christina Sobey
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Submission
no.

182

Name of submitter

Organisation name

Daisey Barnham, Director and Alix
Goodwin, CEO

Nature Conservation Council and National Parks
Association

It is noted that of the 183 submissions, 107 requested that their identity be kept confidential.
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D

Select tables

Comments on Section 4: Concept of current community use and enjoyment (multiple responses
possible)
Responses
N
Bv

Comment/concern that the definition is limited to current use and
detrimental impacts

128

90.1%

Comment/concern that the definition and wording of current
community use and enjoyment is not broad enough

127

89.4%

Generally adverse comments about proposed community use and
enjoyment trigger

125

88.0%

Does not adequately address current and future economic, cultural or
social considerations

16

11.3%

Comment/concern that current definition excludes/does not
adequately address Aboriginal considerations

8

5.6%

Comment/concern that current definition excludes/does not
adequately address environmental considerations

7

4.9%

Generally positive comments about proposed community use and
enjoyment trigger

4

2.8%

Other

2

1.4%

Generally adverse comments—with no or minor suggested
amendments or additions

2

1.4%

419

295.1%

Total

Responses
N
Bvi

Percent
of Cases

Percent
of Cases

Criteria should cover potential impacts on value and significance of
Crown land

110

90.2%

Generally adverse comments about proposed criteria for measuring
impact on community use and enjoyment trigger

109

89.3%

Criteria used to assess impact on current community use and
enjoyment should be included and/or more clearly specified

109

89.3%

Criteria should be enforceable

108

88.5%

Criteria should cover potential social, cultural and economic impacts
on the community of the dealing/activity

6

4.9%

Generally positive comments about proposed criteria for measuring
impact on community use and enjoyment trigger

2

1.6%

Generally adverse comments—with no or minor suggested

2

1.6%
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Responses

Percent
of Cases

1

0.8%

447

366.4%

amendments or additions
Other
Total

Comments on Section 6: Community engagement and Crown land (multiple responses possible)
Responses
N

Bviii

Percent
of
Cases

Additional engagement principles (also referred to in submissions as
clauses) suggested or discussed

122

81.9%

Additional engagement activities suggested or discussed

10

6.7%

Whether the Strategy adequately addresses, Aboriginal people and
interests

9

6.0%

Other

7

4.7%

Comments/concerns about proposed inform engagement activities

6

4.0%

Inform engagement activities should include a 28-day public
submissions period

6

4.0%

Generally positive comments about proposed engagement approaches,
activities and principles

4

2.7%

Generally adverse comments about proposed engagement approaches,
activities and principles

4

2.7%

Generally adverse comments—with no or minor suggested
amendments or additions

3

2.0%

Comments/concerns about overall engagement approach of inform,
consult and participate

2

1.3%

Comments/concerns about proposed consult engagement activities

1

0.7%

Comments/concerns about proposed participate engagement activities

1

0.7%

175

117.4%

Total

Comments on Section 7: Engagement requirements for in-scope dealings and activities (multiple
responses possible)
Responses
N
Bix

Percent
of
Cases

Dealings do not require engagement and notified of a proposed
dealing/activity once a decision has been made

128

83.1%

Comments/concerns about mandatory engagement requirements for
leases

123

79.9%

Allowed to make public submissions about any dealings/activities, which
CLMs must then be obliged to consider

123

79.9%
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Responses

Total

Generally adverse comments about proposed engagement approaches,
activities and principles

122

Percent
of
Cases
79.2%

The Strategy should be clearer about the role of public submissions in
engagement requirements

122

79.2%

Concern about the exemption for conversion sales

122

79.2%

Style and language and format of the Strategy should be clear and
enforceable

118

76.6%

Style and language used to describe mandatory engagement
requirements should be clear, unambiguous

111

72.1%

Comments/concerns about mandatory engagement requirements for
licences

17

11.0%

Comments/concerns about mandatory engagement requirements for
reservations and dedications

14

9.1%

Comments/concerns that the Strategy is not clear about what the
penalties/consequences for non-compliance will be

11

7.1%

Other

9

5.8%

Generally positive comments about engagement approach and
mandatory requirements for in-scope dealings and activities

5

3.2%

Clearly identify/set out the individual criteria to be met for assessing
current community use and enjoyment

4

2.6%

High or moderate impacts must require public consultation as a
minimum

3

1.9%

Comments/concerns about mandatory engagement requirements for
plans of management

2

1.3%

Consider high impact dealings/activities being posted to the department
website for longer than 28 days

2

1.3%

Generally adverse comments—with no or minor suggested amendments
or additions

2

1.3%

Comments/concerns that the Strategy does not adequately provide or
explain what recourse people will/may have to appeal

1

0.6%

Comments/concerns that adequate engagement must be required for
transfers to Property NSW

1

0.6%

1040

675.3%
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